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Abstract
This paper aims to strike a balance between cost, time and quality of multi-technique, multi-process
flexible job-shop scheduling problem (FJSP) and thus improve the overall performance of the FJSP
model. For this purpose, a bi-objective planning model was established for multi-technique, multiprocess FJSP according to the multi-objective planning method in operational theory. Then, the
structure of solution was designed for the established model, and the binary particle swarm
optimization (BPSO) algorithm was modified to simulate the proposed method. Through the
simulation, the following conclusions were put forward: (1) The established bi-objective planning
model for multi-technique, multi-process FJSP meet the general requirements of manufacturing
enterprises, laying the basis for further modification and derivation; (2) The modified BPSO (MBPSO)
algorithm can solve the said model in a stable, fast and accurate manner. The research findings shed
theoretical new light on the solution and application of real-world multi-technique, multi-process FJSP
and provide practical guidance for the flow shop enterprises to improve their scheduling plans.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, manufacturing has developed into an industry for largescale, efficient batch
processing involving multiple techniques and processes. The traditional multi-variety, singlepiece and small-batch production methods could no longer adapt to the fast development of
the manufacturing industry. Against this backdrop, the intelligent manufacturing must keep
pace with the constant updates of manufacturing hardware. Actually, the intelligent
manufacturing has long been applied in traditional manufacturing. Whether it is the traditional
job-shop scheduling problem (JSP) or the flexible shop-shop scheduling problem (FJSP),
many planning theories and solving algorithms have been integrated into these classic
problems of operational research. Based on the traditional multi-technique, multi-process
FJSP, this paper probes into the optimization of the equal-size lot-splitting JSP involving
numerous jobs. The research findings have great theoretical and practical significance for
largescale multi-technique and multi-process manufacturing enterprises [1-4].
Scheduling refers to the optimization of the overall performance under multiple
constraints through the overall planning of performance indices and rational arrangement of
job sequence. Being a small branch under the scheduling research, the JSP means the
realization or approximation of the pre-set production goals under the constraints like time,
resource quantity, cost control and quality standard through rational utilization of resources
according to relevant operational theories. By the production mode, the JSPs fall into the
https://doi.org/10.2507/IJSIMM17(3)CO13
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following categories: (1) Single-machine scheduling: every job in the job-shop must be
processed by a single machine for a fixed processing time; (2) Parallel-machine scheduling:
every job in the job-shop is processed by a series of machines with the same functions, which
is the only sequence of the entire processing process; (3) Flow shop scheduling: every job in
the job-shop is processed by a series of machines with different functions following a fixed
sequence; (4) JSP: every job in the job-shop is processed by a series of machines with
different functions; each job requires unique techniques and sequence; the makespan differs
with the job sequences on each machine; (5) FJSP: the machines in the sequence of each job
are not uniquely specified in this extension of the JSP [5-11].
Considering the above, this paper establishes a model for multi-technique, multi-process
FJSP, and simulates the model with the improved binary particle swarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm, aiming to strike a balance between cost, time and quality and optimize the overall
performance of the model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 creates a mathematical
model for largescale lot-splitting scheduling involving multiple techniques and processes;
Section 3 improves the traditional PSO algorithm based on the discrete search space and
designs the structure of the solution to the multi-technique, multi-process FJSP; Section 4
simulates the established model with the improved binary PSO (BPSO) algorithm; Section 5
wraps up this paper with some valuable conclusions.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Fig. 1 compares the process flow of three traditional scheduling strategies. The process flow
of the traditional JSP is shown in Fig. 1 a. In this production mode, it is assumed that each job
can only be processed by the same technique following a fixed sequence. Thus, the traditional
JSP is also known as single-technique, single-process flow line problem. As shown in
Fig. 1 b, the FJSP assumes that each job, provided with only one sequence, can be processed
on multiple machines. Therefore, the FJSP is sometimes called single-technique, multiprocess JSP. Figs. 1 c and 1 d describe the FJSP with multiple techniques and processes
(MPF-JSP). In the MPF-JSP, it is assumed that each job can be processed by more than one
technique and process. Here, the equal-size lot-splitting FJSP involving multiple jobs,
objectives and techniques is modelled and simulated.

Figure 1: Comparison between JSP, FJSP and MPF-JSP.
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2.1 Nomenclature
N
– the total number of items i;
M
– the total number of machines to process items i;
Pi
– the products i, i  (1, N);
Qi
– the total number of products i, i  (1, N);
Ai
– the number of processing batches of item i, i  (1, N);
Li
– the number of processing batches in Ji, i  (1, H);
Ci
– the number of batches of moving units in item i, i  (1, N);
Di
– the number of batches of moving units in Ji, i  (1, H);
Bi
– the number of processing batches of item i, i  (1, N);
Oi
– the number of moving units in item i, i  (1, N);
H
– the total number of processing batches;
Ji
– the ith processing, i  (1, H);
Ti
– the time to complete the last process in the ith processing, i  (1, H);
Gi
– the number of moving units in the ith processing, i  (1, H);
Stirjk, Ctirjk
– the time to adjust the kth machine and the time to process a single item for the
jth process in the ith processing, i  (1, H), j  (1, ni), k  (1, M);
Psirjk, Pcirjk – the cost to adjust the kth machine and the cost to process a single item for the
jth process in the ith processing, i  (1, H), j  (1, ni), k  (1, M);
Sirhjk, Eirhjk
– the time to start and the time to complete the jth process in the ith processing
of the hth moving unit, i  (1, H), j  (1, ni), h  (1, Gi), k  (1, M);
1, if the 𝑗 th process in the sequence 𝑟 of 𝐽𝑖 is executed on the 𝑘 th machine
𝑥𝑖𝑟𝑗𝑘 = {
0, otherwise
i  (1, H), j  (1, ni), k  (1, M);
1, if both the 𝑗 th process in the sequence 𝑟 of 𝐽𝑖 and the 𝑔th process
in the sequence 𝑟2 𝑜𝑓 𝐽𝑓 are executed on the 𝑘 th machine, and
𝑥𝑖𝑟𝑗𝑘 =
𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑗 th process precedes the 𝑔th process
{ 0, otherwise
i, f  (1, H), j  (1, ni), g  (1, nf), k  (1, M).
The known conditions are as follows:
Bi = Qi / Ai, i  (1, N), Ai is a divisor of Qi;
Oi = Ai / Ci, i  (1, N), Ci is a divisor of Ai;
𝐻 = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐵𝑖 ;
Li = Aj for the processing batches i of item j;
Gi = Oj and Di = Cj for the processing batches of item j.
2.2 Multi-objective optimization model
Let M and N be the number of machines and that of jobs in a job-shop, respectively. If there
are more than one process available for job i, the following hypothesis can be put forward:
(1) the numerous jobs are subjected to equal-size lot-splitting; (2) the processing time is fixed
for each machine; (3) the adjustment time is known for each machine; (4) the entire
processing is continuous with no breakpoints. Under the above hypotheses, the techniques and
processes were rationally selected and arranged by an intelligent optimization algorithm,
aiming to optimize several performance indices under multiple constraints.
Multi-objective optimization problems often involve such three indices as time, cost and
benefit. For batch processing FJSP, the processing technique is optional, that is, the machine,
adjustment time, processing cost and product quality vary with the processes. Meanwhile, the
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time, cost and quality will also change with the sequence when the process flow is fixed. In
actual production, product quality is the most important goal, followed by the minimization of
time and cost. Therefore, the objective function of this paper must be established by the
following principle: product quality should be the top priority in the selection of process and
sequence, and time and cost should also be optimized. By this principle, the objective
function can be established as:
 H 
min Makespan  min  max Ti 
(1)
 i 1 
M H ni
 M H ni

min Cm  min(Cs  Cc )  min   X irjk  Psirjk  Stirjk   X irjk  Pcirjk  Ctirjk  Li 
k 1 i 1 j 1
 k 1 i 1 j 1


(2)

S .T .

Eirhjk  Eirh( j 1) m  Ctirjk  Di

when X irjk  X ir ( j 1)m  1, k  m

Eir1 jk  EirGi ( j 1) m  Stirjk  Ctirjk  Li
E fr2G f gk  Eir1Gi jk  St fr2 gk  Ct fr2 gk  L f

(3)

when X irjk  X ir ( j 1) m  1, k  m

(4)

when X fr2 gk  X ir1 jk  1, Rir1 jfr2 gk  1

(5)

EirGi jk  Sir1 jk  Stirjk  Ctirjk  Li

when X ijk 1

(6)

3. IMPROVED PSO (MPSO)
The PSO is originally attributed to Kennedy and Eberhart and was first intended for
simulating social behaviour, as a stylized representation of the movement of organisms in a
bird flock. For a specific problem, a potential solution is viewed as a bird or a particle. Each
particle searches for its position in a D-dimensional search space based on its own experience
and the experience of other particles. In the standard PSO algorithm, a particle is described by
a vector p and a velocity v. At time t, particle i first calculates the new velocity by Eq. (7) and
then updates its position byEq. (8).

vi' d  wvid  c1r1  pid  xid   c2 r2  pgd  xid 

(7)

xi' d  xid  vi' d

(8)
where w is the inertia weight of velocity; c1 and c2 are the self-cognition coefficient and the
social learning coefficient, respectively; vi’d and vid are the current velocity and the previous
update on velocity, respectively; pid and pgd are the best-known position of particle i and that
of all particles in the d-dimensional search space, respectively; r1 and r2 are random variables
in [0, 1].
The standard PSO algorithm is suitable for searching continuous space. However, most
combinatorial optimization problems face a discrete-continuous search space. This calls for
improvement of the standard PSO. In 1997, Kennedy and Eberhart proposed the BPSO based
on the discrete search space, which works well in solving discrete combinatory optimization
problems [12-14].
3.1 Basic BPSO
The basic BPSO first updates the velocity according to Eq. (9) using the binary variables vid,
pid, pgd and xid, then converts the velocity into a binary probability of 1 by the sigmoid
function and maps it into the interval of (0, 1), and changes the current binary bit state by
determining the random values:
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s  vid  

1
1  exp  vid 

1 if rand    s  vid 
xid  
0 otherwise

(9)

(10)

where rand() is a random number uniformly distributed in (0, 1). To prevent s(vid) from being
too close to 0 or 1, a maximum velocity vmax was set to limit the range of vid,
vid ∈ [–vmax, vmax]. Despite this fast convergence, the standard PSO often falls into the local
optimum trap and stops from looking for the global optimal solution. To overcome this defect,
the standard BPSO algorithm was improved to ensure the efficient, accurate search for the
global optimal solution [15-17].
3.2 Structure and steps of MBPSO algorithm
(1) Structure of the solution
The structure of the solution directly bears on the efficiency and quality of the algorithm.
It must be designed specifically for each problem model. Besides, the coding format should
be determined according to the pre-set goal for each model. Here, the binary code is adopted
because our model is solved by the BPSO algorithm with multiple Boolean variables. In
Fig. 2, the matrix containing D submatrices is one of the solutions for all populations in the
PSO. In other words, the number of matrices in Fig. 2 equals the number of populations in the
PSO.

Figure 2: Structure of solution for the MBPSO.

As stated above, each submatrix of the matrix in Fig. 2 represents one of the solutions of
the PSO algorithm, denoted as d (d = 1, 2, …, D), with D being the total number of populations.
In each submatrix, there are I rows and M columns. Each row stands for a type of products
while each column means a machine. Each element in the matrix is valued 1 or 0. If the value
is 1, the product can be processed by the machine in its column; otherwise, the value is 0.
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The structure of the solution reveals that the designed algorithm is a pure heuristic one. A
pure heuristic algorithm can approximate the global optimal solution much faster and more
accurate than the traditional planning algorithm. It is suitable for the large-scale complex
model established in our research.
(2) Neighbourhood structure of the population
The Gbest model is used in the standard PSO algorithm. By this model, each iterative
solution of the population converges to the current optimal solution Gbest. This strategy is a
mixed blessing. On the one hand, the algorithm can converge very quickly; on the other hand,
the algorithm is prone to the local optimum trap and may converge prematurely. With the
same velocity update formula, both the PSO and the BPSO face the said problems. In this
paper, the neighbourhood structure of the standard BPSO population is improved, such that
the current optimal solution of BPSO is determined according to not only Gbest but also the
best-known solution Pbest of some individuals selected at a certain probability from the
population. This is to properly degrade the algorithm and increase the diversity of the
population. To prevent the local optimum trap, all populations were randomly initialized
regularly every fixed number of sampling periods.
(3) Steps of the MBPSO algorithm
Step 1: Population initialization: Randomly generate the initial position and initial
velocity of the population and calculate its fitness.
Step 2: Shutdown judgment: Whenever the program loops to shutdown judgment, judge if
the termination condition is satisfied; terminate the program and obtain the result if it is
satisfied, or continue with the loop.
Step 3: Velocity and position update: Update the velocity and position of the population
by Eqs. (7), (9) and (10) and calculate its fitness.
Step 4: Random initialization: Randomly initialize the population every fixed number of
sampling periods, and calculate the fitness and the current optimal solution Gbest1; replace
the previously stored optimal solution Gbest with Gbest1 if the latter is better.
Step 5: Population degradation: Degrade the population very fixed number of sampling
periods, and randomly replace the global optimal solution Gbest with the local optimal
solution Pbest of some individuals by roulette method; meanwhile, save the current global
optimal solution Gbest; restore the current optimal solution as Gbest if no better solution is
available at the end of the sampling period.
Step 6: Fitness evaluation: Evaluate the fitness value and go to Step 2.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The MBPSO algorithm has three adjustable parameters, namely, the inertia weight of velocity
w, the self-cognition coefficient c1 and the social learning coefficient c2. For our model, the
efficiency and accuracy of the algorithm is affected by the parameter settings. Therefore, the
sensitivity of the parameters should be analysed, so that reasonable model parameters can be
set to improve the performance of the algorithm. Considering the three parameters c1, c2 and
w, three sets of tests were designed, each of which ran 100 times with 20 iterations per time.
The purpose is to compare the mean variances under different parameter settings. During the
test, the three parameters c1, c2 and w all ranged within [0, 2]. During the sensitivity analysis
on one parameter, the other two parameters remain the same. The original data of each set of
tests were subjected to a third-order polynomial fitting, aiming to reveal the trend of the
model’s overall fitness with the changes of parameter values. The results are illustrated in
Figs. 3 to 5.
Fig. 3 displays the result of sensitivity analysis on self-cognition coefficient c1 (c1  [0, 2];
c2 = 2; w = 0.9). It can be seen that the overall fitness was relatively low when c1 was around
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1.5. Fig. 4 shows the result of sensitivity analysis on social learning coefficient c2 (c2  [0, 2];
c1 = 1.5; w = 0.9). As shown in the figure, the overall fitness was relatively low when c2 was
about 2. Fig. 5 presents the result of sensitivity analysis on the inertia weight of velocity w
(w  [0, 2]; c1 = 1.5; c2 = 2). It is clear that the overall fitness was relatively low when w was
around 1.3. As a random algorithm, the MBPSO has different results in each run. Hence, the
“relatively low” refers to the low probability reflected by the fitted curve. It is still possible to
achieve better result under other parameter values in a single run.

Figure 3: Sensitivity analysis of self-cognition coefficient c1.

Figure 4: Sensitivity analysis of social learning coefficient c2.

Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis of inertia weight of velocity w.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper first introduces the background, purpose, significance, methodology and structure
of our research, and then proposes the MBPSO and proper parameter settings through
modelling, algorithm design, and algorithm test. In terms of modelling, the multi-objective
planning method of operational research was employed to establish a bi-objective
programming model for multi-technique, multi-process FJSP. In terms of algorithm solution,
the structure of solution was designed for the established model, and the model was subjected
to numerical simulation by the MBPSO. In terms of algorithm test, the author conducted
parameter sensitivity analysis of the model using the MBPSO and a classic example. Through
the above procedure, the parameter settings suitable for our model were obtained as follows:
the self-cognition coefficient c1 = 1.5, the social learning coefficient c2 = 2, and the inertia
weight of velocity w = 1.3. The research findings lay a theoretical basis for the solution and
application of real-world multi-technique, multi-process FJSP and provide practical guidance
for the flow shop enterprises to improve their scheduling plans.
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